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Abstract19

The ocean transports vast amounts of heat around the planet, helping to regulate regional20

climate. One important component of this heat transport is the movement of warm wa-21

ter from equatorial regions toward the poles, with colder water flowing in return. Here,22

we introduce a framework relating meridional heat transport to the diabatic processes23

of surface forcing and turbulent mixing that move heat across temperature classes. Ap-24

plied to a 1/4◦ global ocean model the framework highlights the role of the tropical Indo-25

Pacific in the global ocean heat transport. A large fraction of the northward heat trans-26

port in the Atlantic is ultimately sourced from heat uptake in the eastern tropical Pa-27

cific. Turbulent mixing moves heat from the warm, shallow Indo-Pacific circulation to28

the cold deeper-reaching Atlantic circulation. Our results underscore a renewed focus29

on the tropical oceans and their role in global circulation pathways.30

1 Introduction31

The ocean plays a critical role in the climate system by moving heat between cli-32

mate zones and sequestering it in the subsurface (Gregory, 2000; Trenberth & Caron,33

2001; Trenberth, Zhang, Fasullo, & Cheng, 2019). How this heat transport responds to34

external forcing due to interannual and decadal natural variability and forced climate35

change remains a first-order question in climate science.36

Studies of ocean heat transport have traditionally focused on the ocean’s general37

circulation (i.e. the circulation of seawater), and how it carries heat with it. The drivers38

of this circulation still remain under discussion, with debate centering around the pro-39

portion of water-mass transformation between light and dense waters occurring in the40

high-latitude North Atlantic and the Southern Ocean and through diapycnal upwelling41

at lower latitudes (Cessi, 2019; Ferrari, Nadeau, Marshall, Allison, & Johnson, 2017; Fer-42

rari & Wunsch, 2009; Gnanadesikan, 1999; Lee et al., 2018; Marshall & Speer, 2012; New-43

som & Thompson, 2018; L. Talley, 2013; Thompson, Stewart, & Bischoff, 2016; Togg-44

weiler, Druffel, Key, & Galbraith, 2019). Some studies emphasize the importance of an45

inter-basin circulation involving significant exchange of water of differing densities be-46

tween the Atlantic and Indo-Pacific basins (Ferrari et al., 2017; Thompson et al., 2016)47

through the Southern Hemisphere super-gyre (Gordon, 1986; Gordon, Weiss, Smethie Jr.,48

& Warner, 1992; Rintoul, 1991; Speich, Blanke, & Cai, 2007). In particular, Newsom and49

Thompson (2018) highlighted the importance of asymmetries in the net buoyancy forc-50

ing between the Atlantic and Indo-Pacific, emphasizing the often overlooked role of water-51

mass transformation in the tropical Indo-Pacific for the global residual circulation. How-52

ever, as emphasized by Forget and Ferreira (2019), connecting ocean heat transport only53

with the circulation of seawater can be problematic as much of the heat content within54

a given water parcel remains inaccessible for ocean-atmosphere exchange and simply moves55

around closed circulation loops, such as the horizontal gyres, unchanged.56

The ocean is warmed by air-sea heat fluxes at low-latitudes and warm sea surface57

temperatures, and cooled in the mid- and high-latitudes at colder temperatures (e.g. W. G. Large58

& Yeager, 2009; Speer & Tziperman, 1992; Valdivieso et al., 2017). Therefore, in order59

to maintain a steady state, heat must be moved not only from low to high latitudes (the60

ocean’s meridional heat transport), but also from warm to cold temperatures (the ocean’s61

diathermal heat transport). This net down-gradient warm-to-cold heat transfer can only62

be achieved by diffusive mixing processes (e.g. Hieronymus, Nilsson, & Nycander, 2014;63

Niiler & Stevenson, 1982), which act to destroy the temperature differentials created by64

air-sea heat fluxes. Holmes, Zika, and England (2019a, hereafter HZE19) showed in a65

global ocean sea-ice model that this down-gradient diathermal heat transport peaks near66

22◦C with a magnitude similar to the peak meridional heat transport. This realization67
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highlights the dependence of the ocean’s meridional heat transport on diabatic processes1,68

both surface forcing and turbulent mixing, that influence the temperature of waters that69

are exchanged across latitude lines by the circulation. However, no comprehensive de-70

scription of oceanic heat transport pathways that includes diathermal transports yet ex-71

ists.72

A number of studies have attempted to attribute the ocean’s meridional heat trans-73

port to different aspects of the ocean circulation by introducing various forms of heat func-74

tions (e.g. Boccaletti, Ferrari, Adcroft, Ferreira, & Marshall, 2005; Czaja & Marshall,75

2006; Ferrari & Ferreira, 2011; Greatbatch & Zhai, 2007; Saenko, Yang, & Gregory, 2018;76

Vallis & Farneti, 2009; Yang, Li, Wang, Sun, & Sun, 2015; Zika, Laliberté, Mudryk, Sijp,77

& Nurser, 2015; Zika, Sijp, & England, 2013). Such heat functions quantitatively iso-78

late net ocean heat transports from the passive circulation of heat around closed circu-79

lation cells (also see L. D. Talley, 2003, for an alternative approach based on water-masses).80

Ferrari and Ferreira (2011) used a heat function to demonstrate that the ocean’s merid-81

ional heat transport is controlled largely by winds and mixing within the thermocline,82

and is less sensitive to high-latitude convection or abyssal mixing, which form the tra-83

ditional focus of studies of the ocean’s overturning. While the deep-reaching Atlantic Merid-84

ional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) does carry large amounts of heat northward, it85

remains unclear how and where this heat is supplied, and how the deep-reaching circu-86

lation is connected to the shallow wind-driven cells that otherwise dominate the heat trans-87

port.88

The heat function of Ferrari and Ferreira (2011) provides an intuitive framework89

in which to evaluate the contribution of different aspects of ocean circulation to the ocean’s90

meridional heat transport. By constructing a complete budget for the heat function in91

the latitude-temperature plane (Section 2) we will show that a similar framework can92

be used to evaluate the role of different diabatic processes. We apply this budget frame-93

work to a comprehensive 1/4◦ global ocean sea-ice model to evaluate the contribution94

of diabatic processes occurring in different ocean basins to the ocean’s meridional heat95

transport (Sections 3 and 4). We find that, while much of the ocean’s northward heat96

transport occurs in the Atlantic ocean, Indo-Pacific diabatic processes play a critical role97

by connecting the shallow and deep circulations and providing heat to the AMOC to be98

carried northward (Section 5). Our results are summarized in Section 6.99

2 A framework for studying ocean heat transport100

In this section we describe an extension of the global diathermal heat transport frame-101

work discussed by HZE19 that can be used to study the flow of heat in the temperature-102

latitude plane.103

2.1 Internal heat content104

We consider the heat budget of the volume of fluid colder than a given tempera-105

ture Θ and bounded to the north by a latitude φ (Fig. 1). The volume2 of this region106

is,107

V(φ,Θ, t) =

∫ ∫ ∫
Θ′(x′,φ′,z′,t)<Θ

H(φ− φ′)dV ′, (1)108

1 Here we define a diabatic process as any process that changes the temperature of a fluid parcel, in-

cluding the along-isopycnal diffusive transport of heat resulting from eddy stirring.
2 Our study will be performed in the context of incompressible Boussinesq model simulations. If the

fluid were instead compressible then it would be more appropriate to consider the mass rather than vol-

ume (Hochet & Tailleux, 2019; Holmes, Zika, & England, 2019b).
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Figure 1. A schematic illustrating the heat and volume budgets of all water colder than some

temperature Θ (marked by the brown isotherm) and south of some latitude φ (black dashed line).

The volume V and heat content H of this region are functions of Θ, φ and time t. All fluxes are

also functions of Θ, φ and t and are defined as positive if they are out of the volume V. F de-

notes the surface heat fluxes (including the heat flux associated with the surface volume flux JS)

and M denotes the heat fluxes across the Θ isotherm due to explicitly-parameterized vertical

mixing and numerical mixing. G denotes the volume flux across the Θ isotherm associated with

water-mass transformation. There are also volume Ψ(φ,Θ, t) and heat A(φ,Θ, t) fluxes across the

northern bounding latitude φ.

where H is the Heaviside step function and the integral is performed following the temporally-109

and spatially-varying temperature field Θ′. The heat content of this volume H can be110

represented in terms of an integral in temperature coordinates,111

H(φ,Θ, t) =

∫ Θ

−∞
ρ0CpΘ

′ ∂V
∂Θ′

dΘ′, (2)112

where ρ0 is a constant reference density, Cp is a constant ‘specific heat capacity’3, and113

∂V
∂Θ′ dΘ′ represents the volume within a given temperature interval dΘ′ south of φ. Fol-114

lowing HZE19, H can be integrated by parts and split into an external component,115

HE(φ,Θ, t) = ρ0CpΘV, (3)116

and an internal component,117

HI(φ,Θ, t) = −ρ0Cp

∫ Θ

−∞
VdΘ′ = ρ0Cp

(
Θ−Θ

)
V, (4)118

where H = HI+HE and the last identity follows from H = ρ0CpΘV where Θ = 1
V
∫ Θ

−∞Θ′(∂V/∂Θ′)dΘ′119

is the volume averaged temperature. The internal component HI is the heat content as-120

sociated with the difference between the volume average temperature and the bound-121

ing temperature Θ (meaning that here HI is always negative). Because of its dependence122

on a temperature difference, HI is independent of the zero reference chosen for the tem-123

perature scale. In addition, the transport of HI across the latitude φ, defined as AI be-124

low, can be identified as the heat function of Ferrari and Ferreira (2011).125

3 Note that the simulations we consider use potential temperature with a constant for Cp and thus

make the assumption that potential temperature is conserved within the ocean, which is not strictly the

case (McDougall, 2003). However, with a variable CpΘ all results would follow similarly.
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2.2 Transport of internal heat content126

The volume transport below the Θ isotherm defines a temperature stream func-127

tion,128

Ψ(φ,Θ, t) =

∫ ∫
Θ′(x,φ,z,t)<Θ

v(x, φ, z, t)dxdz, (5)129

where v is the meridional velocity (including any parameterized eddy-driven circulation)130

and the integral is performed following the time-varying temperature field Θ′ at the lat-131

itude φ. The associated northward heat transport in Watts relative to 0◦C is,132

A(φ,Θ, t) =

∫ Θ

−∞
ρ0CpΘ

′ ∂Ψ

∂Θ′
dΘ′ +AD(φ,Θ, t), (6)133

where ∂Ψ
∂Θ′ dΘ′ represents the volume transport within a temperature interval dΘ′ and134

AD indicates any meridional heat transport that is not associated with the volume trans-135

port Ψ (for example, the meridional component of parameterized diffusion).136

The heat transport [Eq. (6)] can be integrated by parts, as for the heat content [Eq.137

(2)], and split into an external component,138

AE(φ,Θ, t) = ρ0CpΘΨ, (7)139

and an internal component,140

AI(φ,Θ, t) = −ρ0Cp

∫ Θ

−∞
ΨdΘ′ +AD, (8)141

where A = AE+AI . AE would be the total heat transport if all of the fluid below Θ142

was isothermal. Thus the internal component AI captures the heat transport associated143

with variations in temperature within the layer. Once again, the internal heat content144

transport AI is independent of the reference temperature used to define heat content,145

and contributes to a simpler budget (see Section 2.3). Note that the diffusive meridional146

heat transport AD is part of AI as it is not associated with a volume transport and de-147

pends only on temperature differences.148

The internal heat content transport AI in Eq. (8) is equivalent to the heat func-149

tion of Ferrari and Ferreira (2011) (note that we use the opposite sign for Ψ). Differenc-150

ing the heat function across a given circulation cell yields the meridional heat transport151

attributable to that cell. Evaluating the heat function at the maximum SST, Θmax(φ, t)152

(across all longitudes and seasons), captures the full depth circulation and thus yields153

the total meridional heat transport,154

MHT (φ, t) = AI(φ,Θmax, t). (9)155

The total external heat transport, AE(φ,Θmax, t) is not included as it depends on the156

arbitrary reference temperature. Heat transport in the presence of a net volume trans-157

port is discussed in more detail in supplementary text S3.158

2.3 Diabatic contributions to AI159

The heat function AI can also be related to the diabatic processes that alter the160

temperature of seawater parcels, leading to diathermal heat transports that contribute161

to the heat budget of the volume V. The full heat content budget for this volume is (Fig.162

1),163

∂H
∂t

(φ,Θ, t) = −F −M−A− ρ0CpΘG, (10)164

where F denotes the heat flux out of the volume V associated with surface forcing, A165

is the heat transport across the latitude φ [Eq. (6)], M denotes the heat flux across the166
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Θ isotherm associated with mixing processes and the last term is the heat flux associ-167

ated with the volume flux across the Θ isotherm, G. Following HZE19, Eq. (10) can be168

combined with the volume budget (Fig. 1),169

∂V
∂t

(φ,Θ, t) = −JS − G −Ψ, (11)170

where JS is the surface volume flux out of the volume V, to yield a budget for the in-171

ternal heat content [use Eq. (11) to substitute for G in Eq. (10)],172

∂HI
∂t

(φ,Θ, t) = −FI −M−AI . (12)173

In Eq. (12), FI = F − ρ0CpΘJS denotes the surface forcing corrected for the refer-174

ence temperature dependent heat flux associated with surface volume fluxes (see HZE19175

for more discussion). The internal heat content budget is not influenced by the volume176

flux across the Θ isotherm G. This will be particularly important when analyzing the177

heat transport within the Atlantic or Indo-Pacific basins individually where G may be178

large, and it is not clear how to robustly assign a value of heat transport to it given its179

dependence on the reference temperature [Eq. (10)].180

The budget Eq. (12) quantifies the relationship between the ocean’s meridional heat181

transport, heat content tendency and the diabatic processes of surface forcing and mix-182

ing integrated over the volume V. It can often be easier to interpret this budget by ex-183

amining its local form that applies to a given infinitesimal region in the latitude-temperature184

plane [i.e. taking the Θ and φ derivative of Eq. (12)],185

∂

∂t

(
∂2HI
∂Θ∂φ

)
= − ∂

∂Θ

(
∂FI
∂φ

+
∂M
∂φ

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

JΘ

− ∂

∂φ

(
∂AI
∂Θ

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Jφ

, (13)186

where JΘ and Jφ denote the local diathermal and meridional heat fluxes respectively.187

Note that some processes, such as the along-isopycnal diffusion of temperature associ-188

ated with eddy stirring, may have both a diathermal and a meridional [through AD in189

Eq. (8)] component.190

2.4 Global ocean sea-ice model191

We explore the heat transport and its dependence on diabatic processes using the192

MOM025 Control 1/4◦ global ocean sea-ice model used in HZE19. The model config-193

uration is based on the ocean and sea-ice components of the GFDL CM2.5 climate model194

(Delworth et al., 2012) and has 50 vertical levels. Repeating seasonally-varying atmo-195

spheric forcing is taken from version 2 of the Coordinated Ocean-ice Reference Exper-196

iment Normal Year Forcing (CORE-NYF, W. Large & Yeager, 2004). MOM025 Con-197

trol does not include a parameterization for lateral or along-isopycnal temperature dif-198

fusion. Small-scale lateral temperature gradients are diffused by the numerical advec-199

tion scheme, which is included in the mixing term M (see supplementary text S2). The200

heat function and budget terms in Eqs. (12)-(13) are diagnosed from the model heat bud-201

get terms binned online, at every time step, into 0.5◦C temperature bins. The details202

of these calculations, along with more information on the model configuration, are de-203

scribed in supplementary text S1 and in HZE19.204

3 The temperature structure of heat transport205

The global stream function for volume transport in the temperature-latitude plane206

(Fig. 2a) consists of an Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) cell south of 50◦S, a North207

Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) cell between temperatures of 3◦C and 12◦C and north-208

ern and southern shallow subtropical cells at warmer temperatures. While all four cells209
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carry a similar magnitude mass transport (reaching 20−30Sv), the two deep cells cover210

a narrower temperature range and thus contribute less to the heat transport. This heat211

transport is quantified by the heat function AI (Fig. 2d). AI contours describe the en-212

trance of heat into the ocean at low latitudes, its movement poleward while descending213

toward colder temperatures, and the subsequent loss of heat back to the atmosphere at214

mid- and high-latitudes. In the meridional direction, this contour-following heat trans-215

port should be interpreted as the net effect of water moving in different directions at dif-216

ferent temperatures. The net northward transport of internal heat content reaches 1.5PW217

near 20◦N, with a smaller southward maximum of 0.6PW in the Southern Hemisphere218

(Fig. 2d at warmest temperature, black line in Fig. 3).219

The heat function suggests that a large fraction of the meridional heat transport220

is achieved at warmer temperatures, where heat is supplied to the circulation (Fig. 2d).221

The subtropical cells, which include components due to both vertical overturning and222

horizontal gyre circulation4, play a major role as they span the large temperature range223

of all waters warmer than ∼ 12◦C (Ferrari & Ferreira, 2011; Klinger & Marotzke, 2000).224

While much of this heat transport occurs at temperatures that may be exposed to the225

atmosphere at some longitude and season (i.e. above the lower dotted black line in Fig.226

2 that indicates the minimum SST at each latitude), there is also a significant fraction227

that is associated with interior flow. In particular, at low-latitudes heat function con-228

tours have a downward, across-isotherm slope indicating the presence of interior diabatic229

processes. In contrast, the heat function contours at still colder temperatures associated230

with the NADW cell (below ∼ 10◦C in Fig. 2d) are more isothermal, indicating that231

diabatic processes are weaker.232

Decomposing the global circulation into contributions from the Atlantic (Fig. 2b,e)233

and Indo-Pacific (Fig. 2c,f) reveals a story that is obscured in the global view. In a tem-234

perature coordinate the Indo-Pacific circulation consists largely of the two subtropical235

cells, with the Southern Hemisphere cell being stronger (due to stronger peak wind stresses236

in the Southern Hemisphere westerlies, Cessi, 2019; Speich et al., 2007) and spanning237

a larger temperature range. In contrast, the Atlantic is characterized by a clockwise cir-238

culation encompassing both the subtropical surface and NADW deep cells. These fea-239

tures have important implications for the heat transport in the two basins. The Atlantic240

transports heat northward at all latitudes (red line in Fig. 3, also see Ganachaud & Wun-241

sch, 2003), with both deep and surface circulations contributing (Fig. 2e Ferrari & Fer-242

reira, 2011; L. D. Talley, 2003). In contrast the heat transport in the Pacific is more sur-243

face intensified while still overlapping in temperature with the Atlantic circulation in the244

Southern Hemisphere (Fig. 2f, blue line in Fig. 3). The southward heat transport out245

of the subtropical Indo-Pacific across 34◦S exceeds the global southward heat transport246

there (compare black and blue lines in Fig. 3), meaning that a significant fraction of this247

heat (∼ 0.5PW) must ultimately be a source for the northward heat transport in the248

Atlantic. The spatial structure of the surface heat flux implies that there must be a large249

transfer of heat from the Indo-Pacific to the Atlantic basin (also see Gordon, 1986), but,250

as discussed in the next section, this in turn requires that turbulent mixing diffuses heat251

into the temperature classes that experience net cooling in the surface North Atlantic.252

Note that the net heat transports in the individual basins (Fig. 3), as well as the tem-253

perature structure of these transports (Fig. 2), compare well with the buoyancy trans-254

ports discussed by Newsom and Thompson (2018, their Figs. 2 and 4) outside the high-255

latitude Southern Ocean, showing that heat transport generally dominates the buoyancy256

transport in the upper ocean in these regions.257

4 We do not attempt to decompose the heat transport into horizontal and vertical components in this

study. Such a decomposition has been attempted elsewhere (e.g. Boccaletti et al., 2005).
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Figure 2. MOM025 Control (a-c) residual stream function Ψ in temperature coordinates [Eq.

(5), Sv], (d-f) heat function AI [Eq. (8), PW] and diathermal heat transports (TW/◦ latitude)

due to (g-i) surface forcing [∂FI/∂φ in Eq. (13)] and (j-l) mixing [∂M/∂φ in Eq. (13)] for (left

column) all basins, (middle column) the Indo-Pacific and (right column) the Atlantic. The thin

dotted lines mark the minimum and maximum SST at each latitude at all zonal locations and

seasons within the respective basin. The boundaries between the various basins are indicated

by vertical dashed lines (including the Bering Strait at 66◦N). The Arctic ocean is included in

the Atlantic. In panels g-l blue colors indicate fluxes toward colder temperature and the heat

function AI is shown in thin 0.25PW contours for each basin, with the solid (dashed) contours

indicating positive (negative) values.
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Figure 3. MOM025 Control global meridional heat transport (Eq. (9), PW, black line) and

its Atlantic (red) and Indo-Pacific (blue) components.

4 Diabatic contributions to heat transport258

The net transport of heat from low- to high-latitudes captured by the heat func-259

tion AI could not occur without heat transport across temperature classes quantified by260

the diathermal heat flux JΘ. JΘ, the vertical vector component of the heat function con-261

tours in the temperature-latitude plane [Eq. (13)], contains contributions from surface262

forcing (Fig. 2g-i) and mixing (Fig. 2j-l). Surface heating in the equatorial regions be-263

tween ±15◦ latitude acts as the main source of heat to the ocean circulation (Fig. 2g).264

This heat uptake is dominated by the eastern equatorial Pacific cold tongue (1.09PW265

of heat enters the region 10◦S-10◦N, 165◦−70◦W, not shown, see Fig. 1a of HZE19),266

with a much smaller fraction entering the low-latitude Atlantic (0.36PW between 10◦S-267

10◦N across the Atlantic, compare Figs. 2g-i, also see Newsom & Thompson, 2018). How-268

ever, the Atlantic contributes much more substantially to surface heat loss. Much of this269

heat loss occurs poleward of 50◦N (0.7PW, compared to 0.11PW north of 50◦N in the270

Indo-Pacific), with heat loss also dominating over the Gulf Stream between 30◦N and271

45◦N. Thus to maintain a steady state (the tendency in heat content is weak, Fig. S1),272

the ocean circulation must arrange itself to connect the regions of heat gain and heat273

loss by exporting heat from the Indo-Pacific to the Atlantic. Note that the two-dimensional274

structure of the surface heat flux in the Southern Ocean indicates that heat loss in one275

zonal sector is not balanced by heat gain in another sector (not shown, see Fig. 1a of276

HZE19), further supporting the need for inter-basin heat exchange.277

The patterns of surface heat uptake and surface heat loss imply not only a trans-278

port of heat from low-latitudes to high-latitudes and from the Indo-Pacific to the Atlantic,279

but also from warm to cold temperatures (HZE19). The hot spot of heat loss in the high-280

latitude North Atlantic occurs at temperatures well below 18◦C, the maximum surface281

temperature there (Fig. 2h), while low-latitude heating penetrates only to about 20◦C282

(Fig. 2g). This highlights the essential role of mixing (Fig. 2j-l, Speer & Tziperman, 1992).283

It is only through mixing that the regions of surface heat gain and loss can be connected,284

allowing heat to reach the cool isotherms that outcrop in the North Atlantic. Mixing ac-285

counts for much of the downward slope in the heat function contours within the cool branch286

of the subtropical cells. Without this mixing, the circulation cells would span a reduced287

temperature range and thus without a compensating increase in volume transport would288

transport less heat (Czaja & Marshall, 2006).289
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Much of the mixing, particularly at warmer temperatures, occurs in the Indo-Pacific290

basin (compare Figs. 2j,l). This mixing contains contributions from a number of explicitly-291

parameterized vertical mixing processes and numerical mixing, as discussed in more de-292

tail in supplementary text S2 and HZE19. Mixing is less important in the Atlantic, where293

heat function contours follow more isothermal pathways (Fig. 2k). The Southern Ocean294

appears to play a secondary role when considering heat transport alone (Fig. 2j), as op-295

posed to density-based water-mass transformation. The diathermal heat flux associated296

with mixing is particularly strong at ±40◦ latitude. This is largely associated with nu-297

merical mixing (supplementary Fig. S2d), and likely reflects the important role of mesoscale298

eddy stirring of along-isopycnal temperature gradients at these latitudes. If explicitly299

parameterized, this along-isopycnal eddy-stirring would also contribute directly to the300

meridional heat flux there, in addition to the resolved meridional heat transport in AI .301

5 North Atlantic heat transport across 50◦N302

The heat transport pathways can be more precisely quantified by examining the303

total heat transport above and below carefully chosen isotherms. Here we choose the 15◦C304

and 20◦C isotherms (Fig. 4), although a similar analysis could easily be applied to other305

isotherms. 20◦C is chosen because it represents the coldest isotherm to which surface heat-306

ing penetrates in the tropics (Fig. 2g). 15◦C is chosen because it captures the major-307

ity of the heat transport across 50◦N into the North Atlantic, and acts as an upper bound308

for the NADW overturning cell (Fig. 2h). Approximately 40% (0.35PW) of the 0.78PW309

of heat transport across 50◦N below 15◦C in the Atlantic is supplied by surface heat in-310

put in the tropical Atlantic followed by mixing across the 20◦C and 15◦C isotherms. The311

other 60% (0.49PW) is supplied meridionally across 34◦S at temperatures below 15◦C.312

All of this 0.49PW is ultimately sourced from surface heat input at temperatures above313

20◦C into the tropical Indo-Pacific (totaling 1.22PW, Fig. 4) via a pathway that relies314

on strong mixing across the 20◦C and 15◦C isotherms in the Indo-Pacific (1.07 and 0.63PW315

respectively). Mixing across the 15◦C isotherm within the “warm route” latitudes be-316

tween 45◦S and 34◦S also contributes (0.27PW).317

The passage of heat from the warm tropical Indo-Pacific to the cold North Atlantic318

is the most obvious pathway in Fig. 4, but other features are also evident. Heat trans-319

port into the North Pacific and its subsequent loss to the atmosphere is relatively small320

(0.19PW below 15◦C). Model drift is evident in the build-up of heat below 15◦C in the321

Indo-Pacific (0.1PW). Apart from a modest amount of net heat loss across all three tem-322

perature classes (and individually in both the Indo-Pacific and Atlantic sectors of the323

Southern Ocean, not shown), the high-latitude Southern Ocean appears to play a rel-324

atively passive role in the global heat transport (water-mass transformation here is dom-325

inated more by freshwater fluxes, e.g. Abernathey et al., 2016). Heat is transported north-326

ward throughout the Atlantic with weak net heat exchange with the Southern Ocean above327

15◦C. There is also a small amount of heat transport through Bering Strait, associated328

with the 1.03Sv of volume transport from the Pacific into the Arctic. It is difficult to as-329

sign a precise value to this heat transport. In supplementary text S3 we argue that its330

magnitude cannot exceed 0.08PW.331

6 Discussion332

In this study we have quantified the contribution of different diabatic processes to333

heat transport in the temperature-latitude plane using a general framework based on the334

heat function of Ferrari and Ferreira (2011) and the internal heat content budget of HZE19.335

Applied to a 1/4◦ global ocean sea-ice model, the framework reveals the dominant global336

heat transport pathways as summarized in Fig. 4. The ability to construct such a di-337

agram relies on the use of internal heat content, which is independent of any arbitrary338

reference temperature.339
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Figure 4. Summary of the internal heat content transports (in PW, with proportional line

thickness) above, below and across the 15◦C and 20◦C isotherm from MOM025 Control. Note

that the maximum SST Θmax replaces this upper isotherm bound (either 15◦C or 20◦C) in the

case where it is colder, as described in supplementary text S3. Arrows across the surface repre-

sent surface heat fluxes, arrows across the isotherms represent diffusive mixing and horizontal

arrows represent meridional internal heat content transports. Note that the isotherm outcrop

positions (and the location of many of the heat fluxes) within each basin are somewhat arbitrary

as water warmer and colder than 15◦C or 20◦C contacts the atmosphere over a range of lati-

tudes. Heat transport pathways less than 0.1PW are not shown (these account for the apparent

mismatch between pathways).
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The dominant heat transport pathway involves the movement of heat from the warm340

surface waters of the tropical Indo-Pacific (where the majority of warming via surface341

heat fluxes occurs, Fig. 2g-i, Fig. 1a of HZE19) to the cold North Atlantic where heat342

is lost back to the atmosphere (Fig. 4). This pathway depends critically on turbulent343

mixing which transfers heat out of the warm shallow tropical Indo-Pacific waters and344

supplies the upper branch of the AMOC with heat. 60% of the 0.78PW of meridional345

heat transport across 50◦N in the Atlantic below 15◦C is supplied across 34◦S at tem-346

peratures below 15◦C from the Indo-Pacific. As most heat enters the ocean at warmer347

temperatures, this implies that mixing in the Indo-Pacific (as well as some mixing in the348

warm route latitudes between 45◦S and 34◦S) plays a key role in converting NADW back349

to lighter intermediate and surface waters (e.g. Fig. 2c) permitting the upper branch of350

the AMOC to transport heat northward.351

The large exchange of heat between the Indo-Pacific and Atlantic is consistent with352

the results of Newsom and Thompson (2018) on buoyancy transport, but differs some-353

what from the conclusions of Forget and Ferreira (2019). The results of Forget and Fer-354

reira (2019) suggest net heat fluxes into the Arctic-Atlantic basin of 0.29PW (their Fig.355

1), compared to 0.4PW in our study. This difference is linked to the surface heat flux356

pattern, and highlights the need to improve observational constraints on surface heat fluxes357

and to compare across a range of models. Analysis in this article is restricted to a sin-358

gle model with a specific set of parameterizations for diabatic processes. A similar MOM359

configuration with a refined resolution of 1/10◦ shows a similar fractional contribution360

of Indo-Pacific heat uptake and mixing to Atlantic meridional heat transport, but does361

not match observed meridional heat transport estimates as well as MOM025 Control (see362

supplementary text S4). The framework we have introduced here provides a useful di-363

agnostic tool that could be applied within future model inter-comparisons to assess the364

sensitivity of ocean heat transport to different parameterizations.365

This study highlights the key role of the tropical oceans, and in particular the trop-366

ical Indo-Pacific, for global ocean circulation and heat transport. There are a growing367

number of studies with this emphasis (e.g. Forget & Ferreira, 2019; Newsom & Thomp-368

son, 2018; Toggweiler et al., 2019). Here, we stress in particular the role of turbulent mix-369

ing in linking the heat transport associated with the shallow wind-driven Indo-Pacific370

circulation with the deeper-reaching Atlantic overturning circulation. The implications371

of this connection for the interannual and decadal variability of ocean heat transport re-372

mains an important area for future research, especially given the strong natural climate373

variability present in the tropical Indo-Pacific.374
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